,dynamics has been used to calculate mass dlfferences yvhen a symmetry is broken, and to :probe-the dynamical origins of octet enhancement. 2
However, evidence 3 of :possible inadequacies in the customary NjD a:p:proximations has, in:part, motivated co~siderable interest lately in off-shell dynamical models. 4 We discuss here a bound-state mode1 5
in which the nucleon is assurnedto be described by a Bethe-Salpeter wave function, and a:pply the model to a calculation of the neutron-:proton mass difference. We are interested 'not only in understanding this mass difference, but also in highlighting certain dis:parities between :perturbation calculations in NjD and Bethe-Sal:peter dynamics. Lacking any detailed understanding of the nature of the forces that might:produce a com:posite nucleon, we try to emphasize general :pro:perties that are inde:pendent of the details of the interaction kernel. To simplify the model we consider the nucleon as a :pion-nucleon bound state, thus neglecting the other members of the baryon octet and the decuplet in the constituent :particle channel.
The im:portant conclusions of this paper are:
1. The model strongly suggests that the pion-nucleon coupling is predominantly pseudovector rather than :pseudoscalar.
2~
The photon-excha.rtge graph bet'treen the n: and the proton in
. ' .UCRL-l 73~9 -2-the neutron state makes the neutron lighter than the proton in Before proceeding 'in. th the details of this model, we mention several ways in which our treatment of the nucleon compares favorably with other models. First, the use of an off-shell Bethe-Salpeter description of the bound state eliminates the infrared divergence difficulty in the photon-exchange correction to the binding energy which apparently plagues the NjD model. 7 A second advantageous feature of our model is that it treats the relativistic effects due to the pion motion and in addition includes some damping provided by nucleon recoil. This latter effect renders our results less sensitive to the unknmm high-momentum behavior of the bound-state vrave function than would be the case in a static model. We shall see that this spurious, or at best ambiguous, feature is not present in our model,but that the response of the binding energy to changes in the coupling constant of the exchanged particle is determined by off-shell effects. ,In particular, we shall shm'T that the intui ti vely expected decrease in the bound-sta te mass vrhen the attractive force is increased is obtained ';Then the effective coupling -4-of the bound state nucleon into the constituent ~ -nucleon. cDBnnel is predominantlypseudovector rather than pseud.oscalar. In addition)
in contrast to the situation described above in an HID model.,. vre find that the electrotn.El.gnetic corrections to the coupling constant of the particle exchanged in the u channel can give a sie;nif'icant contribution to the n -p n~ss difference. 
Pl-P2
ql-q2
(2 .1b)
'-
We will henceforth remain in the c.m. system and set. P = 0
The four-point function) G, satisfies the Bethe-Salpeter equation 9 , 2, 6) and an equation relating the wave function to the effective coupling constant of the bound state into the constituent :particle channel.
This coupling constant is defined as the residue of the on-shell T-matrix elemen,t at the bound-state pole and can be related to X by the integral 'equation
. The variable ME .which appears here is to remind u~ that the equation . 1 l'd at 'p2. __ M_2. 18 on y va ). --
We first translate this equation to p2 = ~2 by writing (2.14 ) . . so that Eq. (2.11) becomes, to lowest order in.the })erturbation,
(2.16)
If' we now define the perturbations in the -1 q'l:lantities X, V"and GO by the equations
and substitute into Eq. (2.16) ,\.,re obtain VcX vx + VoX + dIvr.s -10-.....
Since all quantities in this equation are to be evaluated at p2 = ~ 2 w~hSve dropped the ~ariable .~.' Now multiply on the left of Eq. (2.18) by X and integra.te over the relative momentum •. Equation(2.13) and its adjoint allow the cancellation of the first three terms on the right . and left, leaving, after a rearrangement, the equation
.The combination of terms on the left is exactly that which appears in the normalization· equation (Eq. 2.6) and we therefore may simplify Eq. (2.19) to the useful form
The lowest· order contribution to o GO -1 i,s given by
where m and flare the. masses of the constituent nucleon and pion.
• ' . .
, This ternigives rise to the feedbe,ck effect ; it relates the shift in the bound state mass to the shift in the constituent particle masses. The second term in Eq. ' (2.20) can be decomposed in similar, fashion; If the strong, interaction kernel is given. by sj.ngle particle exchange, then :..,e "rrite
'6 m exch . + BY (2.22) where '6V is a driving term which .. ;ill be the single photon exchange graph in our model', Iil exch. is the mass of the exchanged particle and
A. is the product of the coupling constants of the exchanged particle 
The function F(P,p) has the transformation properties of the vertex function as can be seen from Eqs. (2.8), (2~11).
For pseudo scalar coupling, we expect
"Thile for pseudovector coupling we "would have'
Here, c is a normalization constant to be determined byEq. (2.6 
For small p we expect an asymptotic form for which is characteristic of a Schroedinger bound state wave function. We may expect this term ,to be small, fortunately, as can be seen from the fa,ct that in the static model, the N* propagator projects out only the spatial components of the pion momentum. Thus the kernel depends only on the spatial components of the' center of mass energ';!,.
This) in fact
. "-16-"" whereas in applying Eq." (2.6) we take only the foUrth component of p .' Hith non-static kinematics we expect this term to be small and I.l.
an estimate gives a contribution vThich is approximately I.l./~* times the contribution of the first term on the right in Eq. (2.6). He will therefore drop the term depending on although a possible large contribution resulting from more complicated kernels cannot be ruled out.
". ( " 2 2) g P ~-IJ.
"' """' " Calculated values for /\ and c appear in Table I We are assuming constant nucleon and pion form factors for simplicity as the convergence of the integral is assured by the high.momentum behavior of the wave function. 'For both pseudovector and pseudoscalar coupling, the result is a negative shift in the neutron mass. The numerical values are shmm in Table 2 .
Next, we calculat.e the feedback effect given by Eq. 2.21.
Since the quantity m -m transforms like an isovector~ only the mass n p differences of the constituent nucleons can enter in the calculations • Thus if the feedback effect is to change the sign of the mass difference, " we must have
Now, in the static limit III = 2m as a conse'luence of the normalization condition on X. More genErally, with pseudoscalar coupling we
Comparing with E'l' (3.9), we see,that
. with the nucleon recoil correction, and thi's is true for arbitrary g(p) . sm~ller N* ~ass difference should be considered with the smaller width difference. Taking orN* = 2 MeV, om * = 1.1 MeV we obtain N and this mass difference increases monotonically as or N* and, omN* .
,.
. increase. For example, .rith oTN* ::: 25 MeV. and we obtain om·",-
' .'
r'r-. (3.9) . Both this equality and the normalization condition follow ~rom charge conservation, or the requirement that the charges of the bound state neutron and proton are the sum of the cDE.rges of the constituent particles.
. propagator gives no contribution to the energy shift due to the symmetric integration over the two internal relative momenta.
dV .If Eq. (2.6) receives a large contribution from t~e term dp' . ,. .
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